
Operation Christmas Child Shoebox Project

Wondering what to put in your shoebox? Here is a list of suggestions!. Please note, not 
all items must be purchased for each shoebox. Choose from the list below as it suits 
your personal taste. 

School Supplies: 
- notebooks
- pencils and/or pencil crayons with manual pencil sharpener
- erasers
- solar calculator
- glue stick (not “white glue”)
- adhesive tape
- blunt-tip scissors
- backpack or tote bag
- blank index cards
- ruler and/or protractor set (no sharp tools or edges) 
- small chalkboard & chalk

Personal Hygiene Supplies: 
- toothbrushes (especially bamboo, but no toothpaste!)*
- comb or brush (especially with natural bristles)
- bar soap (not liquid!)
- wash cloth or hand towel
- hair ties or clips
- adhesive bandages
- lip balm or chap stick (not lipgloss)
- compact mirror (best wrapped in cloth for transportation)
- nail clipper (small, not scissors)
- reusable cloth menstrual pads

Clothing: 
- socks
- solid coloured or minimally printed t-shirt (no words, logos, or camouflage print)
- plastic rain poncho
- underpants

Gift items: 
- wooden toys (cars, blocks, puzzles)
- quality sports ball & plastic pump (deflate the ball before packing)
- quality skipping rope
- painting kit with dry paint palette
- stuffed baby dolls (racially diverse, not fashion dolls)
- musical instrument (harmonica, small drum)
- colouring book that requires no reading
- children’s play set (kitchen/food, doctor’s kit)



- tennis ball or hackie sack
- marbles
- quality stuffed animal

Household items: 
- reusable tablewares or waterbottle**
- multipurpose tool (screw driver & hammer, not Swiss-army/pocket knife)
- sewing kit including fabric and thread or ribbon
- flashlight (solar, hand-crank or with extra batteries)
- binoculars
- compass
- gardening or work gloves and tools (no knives, shears)
- fishing kit (thread, hooks, lures)  

Samaritan's Purse also reminds us that we are not allowed to send:
- any food or drinks (including chocolate, candy or drink mixes)
- anything liquid or lotion or anything that may be damaged by freezing/in 

transportation
- anything that could be construed as violent or encouraging violence (water guns, 

army trucks)
- anything that might be used for gambling (playing cards, dice)
- any medicinal items (vitamins or supplements, painkillers, etc.)  

* Bamboo toothbrushes can be found at some pharmacies, (Jean Coutu) as well as 
some health food stores. 

** Consider filling an empty container with non-liquid items such as hair ties, or 
washcloths to maximize the space.


